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r	 rref --lcr
Thi., finial report in 1)e4n„ :z +ai^t lttesl lay the Stanfcor(I
Ilnivorsity >xiomedicn1. A,)plicat tonx Teats ( It Il  AT) aandtir NA"A
G'o o 1) e r it t i v v Ai;roencnt ACC'. 2--113. Tt presvnrs nn Accoaaaat of the
activities and results of ;iUitA'1''H' ' : l ohiii^ Aid for Oe lllind
tochnoloj,y transfer project. Tito. rvpor hats 13Wen prvp.aro-i for
NASA's Teclintcnl. Monitor Henry 1,uan, 	 Chiof of the J'ro,ja=eat
Tochnology Branch at 1J(:SA — Ames Research Centor.
Althotigh Cooperntivo A;;reemont MCC 2 - 1.413 +leflnas Its porforl
of 1)erforranncu n  I Docen1)nr, 190,0 th r o u,, , h 3Q tic) voi11)vr 19:;1, r,UPAT
dial not renoIve 1,ts Nottflccation of A.wnrd from .1IASA li tll al.
, l nnaaelry 19P,I. Thr re p ort , houovc.-r, covers tho cntir4 porIo(I of
peYrfornatnce and Includes work done by ,1111AT in Decoral3er 1 11 80 and
,1xnurary 1981 in anticipation  of .avaard.
The wnr 1: reportod h(aroin w n s 0onc under they :;enoraal
supervision of ")PRAT I:xcacutive itl,roctor Donald C. Haarrition, 'I.U.
by 4; ^1 t1S ail t.n alt8 J. '1. '^^e'nt I3 at tl l:l fall {1 I,nl)cart	 I. Il t?13s,	 Co lla1bUritt.oraa
"1 clinol Desc. rl n1,, Carter Collins, :anal 'f1 n oval y, .1 111AT 0 1 r o c t or
Crary 1.. Stc:ir,m an, i, n d S11BAT 5;i cvrvtary " aa r , o '1 r, I.1amy.	 Tls(.
pr n',Ftiii n I n o, aassIsr,arc"•[a of Lynn n uan	 o socreatnrIaI assist';anC'1; t)f
if aarion 1 1 3;, vn,	 nnr	 Cho „onvrota^titY eaf ;;I:T	 Talte^rnatrlr3ir,z1	 in
1)rcov101nl^ vise toC L' ,.eI r fnv,tI J r I o 	 aarna „roaaCfu11 y achnotrlv al •-o,? .
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Purpotie of Zr o rt. 1i urtrf; 1 0PI, th e a)taiiftarrl rinivertstty
rioi-,iad ct;•al 1pplic.irionsg
 Tenn (;)MBA`") Vollaboratod with thl , ..rlitli-
Yottlewell Institute ror tho Virtual Sci pme ( , s (;IwIV;1) nand the
Project Toclitaology Br anch of aA SA-Arton P1, search Center (r^VC) to
onrry out the first	 it:i';C of al lt-ohnoIo, " v tr.anmror 1)roJt,rt
entitled :it. flits Aid for tiro i:lili(+:	 Thiu ri-port pron(, t to `s!??,:^ :``);
finall	 nvcount.ing	 of	 tllt1	 actIvit{cs
	 aanl	 rNaaatILi;	 of	 t?pit.
co:llnborativo off ort.
QverrvI,ei, w .	 SVIVS hits loon erl <<ax,isd for s;overa1 yvarr; 1n a
hrcaJect Lo d(.^vt!1.r)1) sin e f f v v tivo :an;)1,11.ty n I d fear bIIw1 1)r , ?cra;trims:;
(I) ig biait wc(Iitire --, consoolitt'1.vc iiiaa;'e
	
of tIt y tct,nos 11Vfr)1-V :1
rioving; peder,tr tan ,
	 (Ii) wltIcIt Ioc;ton it n1 i Ieiit11, 1c s the
pudestrI in's paLli an  Ito tuittIaI ol).s tai l
 1.(+ ts in thin 'pa t11, (iii,)	 ell
1)rt,sents pntIt and obstae.1( , I it f o r i io t i oil to V I i V 1)o(?c=8trIan, its' (fv)
which operaatos in rool-titio.	 'Cllr nobility a1I !mn Lhiloa prineipal
o 0 n 1) one it t s : 	 an Imil,,(t	 Lion ti"Into11,
	
it 11 i.11ai	 ntorpi,otatt.ion
s y s t e o aa it(I al n i it ror ma L i on 1)rL, soittelt ion sysl.oii- T 11 (1 1 11;1"o
7Cr11iiaition f01,4V vri con,i^;ts of a niri'l.lttirL', s^oIJd—.,itiiLo ^`V carl(,ra
w 1 11C)i tratn^,iforms the sc(1 110 bQfOVQ t l )1' blit ► (I (1e0o ntrion lnLo an
Image i0iich can to rent; lved by Llie i, intori)reLaLioil Wl/l;t(?11.
TI),i.1 ioage irice r pretation systen is iril)lemented on n rtivroproven;or
kill i.Ch fins heeit 1)roj,raaP11'od to QXo011te rVaI — rIov feattjre (,xtrnvtI,,,
and scene an.al.ysi s al^;oritbns for 11)c-altin?, aind Jd(1ntlfyl.n;r
 Lliv
pedestrian 'a I);ILI1 e-,n(I potviltIaI	 c, b!;r;)c7vs.	 IdOTIti ty aa1)rl	 IocitLIoit
I n f o r n it t i o n 1st l)r0.,entc(I to t11e pacleMLrIari by 1:onnn of tactiI
corlin'J, rand ilach1'n0-") PlW talc(+d t•s1)ecellc
QbIc, cti_veia.	 The	 objective	 of
	 Lltcl
	
technolo„y
	 transfer	 project
trhicIi
	 Is	 in 1 )md(11(1(i	 in	 .81'TV	 i i o 1) 11 it 	 paid	 j r) ro l;raam	 is	 Lo	 df4veIo1),
implement,	 and	 traansfor
	
Ole	 rv(1u1re11	 foaattare	 extraction	 -,in(!
	
>st.t^twl
ran gy-lysis
	 software+
	
The	 it] timat('.	 ;;11,. l	 of	 t b P	 pro .1o.ct
	 is	 to
overcorie	 limitations
	 1e.	 !°fie	 ca 1)aaoity	 of
	 IS, 1'111S'	 mots .t	 r0ce[It
1)roto t ype 	 i;i o biIIty
	 aa id	 t	 it ncl (arestaand”	 Ly1)1caaI	 u.r1)an
	
niJaw:a 1_ ►
sceries	 in	 real--t:inic:.
	 The	 present
	
study
	
has	 d)oon
	
ilndertill;(-ii
	
to
detc!rmi;ne
	 whether	 Cd)is	 oaaI
	 c;an	 be	 acit1,uvetl	 with	 e x i s t I n	 i;:i<a„11
i nt e rp r e t a t i on
	 alg o ri t ll i iis	 Lin d ,	 i f 	 ;o,	 W 11ta t 	 mu s t	 I)c	 (' l oth. 	 t o
Implement	 stich
	 salgorithrts	 for	 roaal — titno	 exee ti t i )n	 on	 the, 	 mobilit y
aid.
. C11anlpe5
	 in	 sct)j L
	 cz f 	 fit ia.	 A	 tae(Iitenc
	
cif	 evoitt,n	 1)tyon(I
St I BAT''s	 co11troI	 has	 f o r c a J	 VDAT	 to	 morl:Ify	 its	 rapr)r(nnIt
	 to
achieving	 steady	 goals,
	 tO	 reduce	 the	 ,;coj) t
	 of	 the	 study,	 an 	 t()
extend
	 the	 study	 :schedule
	
beyond	 submiL:sion
	 of	 this	 final	 r(al)ort.
The	 three
	 most
	 soriout:	 events
	
w er e 	(i)	 ti	 t wo-rionth	 delay
	
ir1	 ';?,1.",A';
isswince	 of	 as	 Notification	 of	 Aw,arel
	 foil	 this	 study	 which	 red itced
S1113AT's	 perriod	 of	 performance	 froi'i	 roii v	 year.	 to	 test	 nontitia,	 (Ii}
NASA's	 termination	 of	 'IMBAT	 which	 foroer)	 tho	 r(# vitsion	 of	 I-Q i i 11 t,)
Aid	 f or	 the	 B lind	 project	 plans	 to	 caccomodate	 Sdi!IAT's	 demise,	 a11d
'..(iii)	 NASA `	 .. allure
	
Co	 1)roviciti	 agreed	 urns	 iria *;o 	 rlil;iti< .^atc)n	 and
Colll)t.lter	 C,	ocessin,	 sere.tce:s	 which	 offoctivoly	 clininated
	 the
possibility	 of	 conducting	 iwa„e
	 ititerpretnt
	 on	 experiments.	 T I I a
impart
	
of	 these;
	
events
	 will	 be	 dice s:sed	 in	 later	 sections.
t
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fi"..ncl^ttrc)fanrl
Comptitcer vision.	 Tho prviient trt.a,%t s
 1ntt a rl)rvt.atit)1) slro')le•s°
F1)118	 ithin the scope of c^ot^l p iater vi aic)n, n fit^lr! t)f i ►tt(: t• s s,t	 ► t
which tartifiriill intiillI-)(1nce f.vcItnicluev arts its d to vit(1ow
computers, with the Cnpileity to 1)a'rc( , ivr and i llli'vr st alit! 1.1.),;(' ►i•	 1l1
1)rnotice, ili a ;e'. intcs rl)r y tat Ion salietws can 11ttrfuro with Fl ('t•;;r("t""
of	 logicrtl
	 s n p it i s t i c n t i o n	 t ha r ' c it n it o t
	
1)v	 ichi('vttrl	 v-1tlt
conventionni ct>up,iter 1)roe rannin^ te1C.lalti.(1i)Cfta	 ite'ta pvrfttr!1anvt1,
however, typical 1^. i s. vorif 111c1 d to vary strictly Vontrialnv! 1.im!,,o
dotna.ins f or it f;iven irla-e1 intvrprotn tdion syntvt^.
For tIte 1)itrposo.n Of t tiin r itort,	 tIt y 1)rr)r • r• s1s; of	 itl.n;,t•
intur1)ret;aLioil elan he vivwe(I n	 invoIvin!, it Iltlde
	 of it I)
r 1 f)nain and two basic operation-,: ft attire extraction nn'I t;_vlanricic
aanalysis. Pv -iLitr y oxt.raotioil consist; , of rvc.ovc;rI.n -,I vvrLlain
fundamontal cliarneturistivt; of :stn frn';e or voquencc of i Ttlk^t
iacIu(Iin;,,	 for oxanplo,	 e) RI!,er l_oeaiCtonsa and oriontiittl)ns,,	 t; 11rritc•t
t.t,xtlarra'n a n i I co1urs, 11.;)Itt 1.ntcits1Ly 1ovols, ilnd CoHLr.t 1.1„ 	"!'tit.
del-tuv ttion or nit y 	citnrnct(xrit.ticra constitute l	 cortl:ittr'r1^;
dvscrII)tIo1.) t) f a n 1 111'1 l, o	 a)I, ic11 laitt;t
	
ote"r p roLv 1.	 111	 i'.1ia', (•
dom"' itl no'leI i s to 11etial Ivd e ly l ia:,!% l ^ doi tcriptIoil of L1it , v1 5i1 i1
envirt)r1r 4'tit t)f intc'rvht.	 T.
	
iIIC1Lt(10S Ill) '1t1CIi 111f0rM11:1 011 .111011t
t 11 n	 poi,s11)1e)	 st,ariis	 of	 tIt y 	v.I ,,itnI	 onv i'r o11r)('11t ;as	 ri1, , h't	 b	 r)r
iittvrc't3t L  t11C tlser,	 allt.t	 I. t: a1)nt;ri',ctt' Lit ir. Iitfor t i.1LIon iit t rt15
of	 t h o
	
e:linritcterist'Ics
	 tlltIvIt
	 111,:,1 1iL	 1)c	 r e c o v e r o d	 ')y	 friatitrt
vxtrnctJoil fr o in im a v9 Cif the vrivIro tin vvt.
	
:Rt!it ,fit V,I c atn % l Lyn, I . ,	 I!i
t It 	 procesas 1)y whicla the cliarai ;torIstic it of it
	 vv it i : af;e T or irl;ar,r.
8(1giteitc0 ere raliatod to the i.ftiagv (1o'Ia111 n o d v I to 1)rod11Cv an
Iitter1)rutat;Lon lthoitt the .;riItut; Of 1110 i istla7 clnvironvi(4nt.
1
	
	 Co mputer vi slon in the :tohility n1d.	 After se^voral^ v  irs, (if
re 9eirc 1  ,i n d 17 cloprlC?!nt vnr1:, 91'IV'* has 1)rodti0,eld a coriptIt,or
vision nobi lity aid for hl.ind peclel,tr.inn:,. Th(i nai.n go.11 in (:'itr;
work has 1)een to oitdow the aaid with they capacity L  iodate,
sideswa1k 1)osit;ion ro1.attive to Clie its,er aitd to w.1rin the user t)f
o1),jccts which n.1gItt 1)10 e I, Itis 1),ntIt or 1)re svnt :a ha 7, ar(I TIty
current s:yx sto n, which is lilpleriented all .a 16 l)it riicro1)rtlr.v.,,sor,
achieves this f,;oa1 itnder very li.rritud coriditioits. `1vvery
ronstraints earn, i ►nposed 1)y t. It ea need to opera to i.rt ronl-t.iltri.
constraints restrict t1t y itnn av clotl ain, the al.P,ori thnic approach to
fealtore extrnctioii an(i seenalntic analysis,	 a1nrl
 tIto level of
ranbili•ty aid pvr£ort.lancu ass 
	
1)ret.,se(1 1)y o1)stac1v (Ivt ct.ioit an(1
reco4nition rates for vaariousl clrissses of objects.
The i ill al!(t domain J  r.rltrIctod to clean, sun- li L,	 )osLly
Oiadow-froe sititwn.1ks.	 Curtoiit ,initial eoitel1.Lforis, s,nch it 	 Cilr) 1ra
orientaation and sat.tn position,	 rt(ist 1)e sitppI	 (I extcrn.nlly.
Pcrfornance spy+.c Ifi.crntions> parr oxprv.sscd in prol,ithllistic tr'r;ss; to
n11ow ( i )	 tIte occas.sional occitrrenco of iriirrli rl ,,s in1)r,itt
	 'Io11-•
existent: objects (false. positives
	
rint? (ii) the occitrre=n cc of
(Ietection f a i I u r e a (false nogative atspacia11y i it .1)ect Ca)
objects c^ho,Se sire fli1.1r bcy lota tltr" colican's PlyrJuis;t s:allpl irr : rat(.,
objects whose contr.int with respect to Ole Oncl • Pround is 1(w, or
objects wItos#e iriagcs a r o vievecl anninst a It i.-, It 1v t(- xtitred
2
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hncK,,,rotund.	 Thr ne ed to Jeal w ith t' d,rontiaall! lair al Kal"fV	 I&
probabilistA perfornance nFivelN cat tons Is ty,liCal of ,t, v-of-.
thti- rt efforts In Other read-tfiv a p p lI car I o n s 0f c;a)=t, ► ► a t at r
vision; w.1- 0 Industrial parts rvc^oln ition l , blood 0011 ctatt ► ati11,,,
at ci autoN ated n1vi„attiun.
Th e	 no b i li ly alts	 r vI i vn	 nrl at	 c.ritcttt	1,ut
	
f as t	 fJ.*it t11 r it
onriaLlou tal„orltho that o peratc:G at one vi den frime ;or sociontt
[ 0 detect and IM utileS.	 More sophit)ticaaLvd rontur y
 ['-'St rac',t.loo
op erations cannot he Jo ne at th at yrcb t ilt tino.
	 s cuantie nnaly,ii',
ixi anc)rtIze0 asvvr sisveral r rartvN so thalt prciefoLionn frotl
prt t viotio l y an a l yze d
 fra acs C a n be at ti ud to fatc i. li titL i t n o rti rapitt
interpruLattion or the currant fr•ln p .	 ' b y ovtitra11 a ► t, ,art ► iaCii iM
s I mI1 .'Ir to a pp roache s Pm p Ju ya^tl gay' t'roo ks" li m a! r h a° ► i ro	 'itrtat
it a o'rt iza.tIo n o f so:,lantic a na l ysis over il ni t i t w e t f ra"atc,	 ^'l
	
7	 y	 rla it rt i^:rt 1. aar,
	
^^3	 an
	 aiJ ^ t	 oac1 ► 	 t4 it itt it ti ll it-ii	 it ^^E"n	 11 .t i ^^C&	 by"iI6l ^^t ., <<
Tsuji', Roach ' , Avatia , and Lavin".
The	 S Y I V S	 noili- l ity itId	 (!an	 ;! u ltic , a	 bllrttl	 1)Vd a,•6 tr i a it
nuccc ssfully	 down	 thv cont p r of	 a"	 htrhan t.Muni'.
	 uOd p r	 t:hvn(,
constraints.	 it	 any	 of the vontaWints
	
are vIolart-0,	 hnwvvvr,
	 t`t.v
tiy:rterl
	 usual ly	 rails. Small. objects
	 art s twin- r 	 at+tPet vd,	 fur
vxaanpl_e,.	 and	 Pi t lttt OWR
	 Usually conflluv	 file	 nyat, N.	 Thi ,
	run,tttralnt.i
rofloet	 ideal	 but	 t nroallisttic ci rcunist'anctin For	 taclhilir y 	 al l	 uinv.
Prnctica.l	 use	 requires the cvVvinpnvnt
	
of feature	 vxtravt1nn	 and
sonantle
	
analysts
	 software that	 Ca"	 nporaate	 under	 "ore
	 rvAlmtic
ccantritionh.
ove rc t> rl_ inj limitation s. The 1 i uitntiajns of >rus' Ptrl ► 1.lit.y
aid and r„oPt other real--f f.l e eot!1 1 ,utttr vixion uyt.,Lvrin iirinu frogs
the nC' gd to carry out fenturc ontrianLioll operations at video frn"o
rates on cost- and size-limited cn. , acltaationall resoura y s. ' hW;
requironent currently forces such systems to rely on t r uth = fraltury
extraction alaori,thns which pernit only simple edge cletCction and
linking and on equally simplifitrid descriptions of ;i::age domains.
reliable recognition, on the t)thcr hand, requires much Taure
sophisticated Initial feature e.;trsaction a, w Lt I I a is rI(-11er
descriptions of image donains. For example, if distitrte Prot:
vIawvr, throe-dimenoIonal nhape, ruIntive orIuntntIon, surface
texture, rand color were captured by the mobility acid, it VoUld be
possible to distinguish shadows or flirt objects on a sidnvalk from
real obstacles and to reco;,rli.rc: three-dinensionaal catx,ject:a;
regardless of viewpoint.
	 In vier, of the fact that 4'ltlil technolo1y
is revolcttitanizin
	 t}l(: ca1)a1)111tIL,1, 0f s,nall,
	 ina^:tt^ ra^tlVu
con1)uters,	 it Is a p p r o p r I a L a to c.alnn it] cr incor1)oraatIn,: ahcarit
elaborate sof tur n re in the nobility aid so as to a(;h1vvc! nortt
practical operational capabilities.
A variety of powarful co rip .ater vision tochniilovs ;art:
potentially ;appa. cable to that mobility ,tire.
	
Por exarapim, rarrotr
anti Tenenhoun	 review LachnIniuus for rucovuring vitrf.acti
descriptions based on stereo carrusponclance, optic flow, tuxttrlrr
„rudiant, and other basic cues-.
	
Other potentially applLr a".alt
techniques include (i) surface shape; rueoveAry from phratal,vtrK
;haa01n g 109 texture ll , l? , ,tereopsiS1 1 ,14, and notion fJ.av 7 , 1 t
3
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(ii) !14tC(:ti(1tt () f lon ,	 atr ili,;ht limit, it ,;tinst ctt)rl plc , x '),I t'• ;;rc) itit +I 1;
by r1-(1i111S of tllcs ".lou,,h transforr ► ; and (iii) i t1^1 „(^ parLitiortill-, t,v
itvititi
	
of	 the	 r(:citrsivv	 toI, -itowit
	 a  ,,oritlirt.	 'laity
	 Of	 tltt,,c^
tvcItnIquct, were (Icvolo1)u. in t11V mitt(=xt O1 `34	 b1)1,t-^1
ru'1tltici, and rviioto nonal tt;;
 r('t3(`.arcI..
titer cia9ch
Ili i tIaI apvroncIt.
	 In „onora l
	 tlt0 1.111ti.t1. 11)Ilroac1. tt)
Lho first: t,t1 1 v of ttti.s techttulo,r;y t,r.ltll,f -r 1)r0jVrt t;or),31 4 ,Lod ()f
(I) ravIewill;, ('xInt:in, Iwit oL, i ittvr1)rS'tiiLI(111 tvehnI(Iit y ,	 (II
t'Ijt)IvIIC11tl.n„ p0tent.iitIIy a1)J)
	 oit:)10 t(:cll:ti(Iuvs 1)11 .t
	
LLaI,1,.^
o; it°lpitter syst(- it, (iii) ( vVelopin„ an uri)a.11	 v
cliltabilse, (iv) conductin;; inago inLerp're t.ltion	 t()
tlot,xrnina Which ttuclinlrtuca prodlie p
 tilt' ,)estre*ults Oil Ole JI'a",t,
(I iatabi sc, and (v) tttcrcby Idv.ntIfyIn; 1; It 	 Ii'ta ; v I nLvr1)rvL.tt l.()11
ru:soitrao s 	 ian(t nv(.(I s 	 i1► 	 connvv.t I. oit	 wt t lt	 Iatc,- r .14L 1 11 (-s	 t)f	 t 1: c'
1)ro j(:ct.
t l itfortititatu.1y )
	1)rttvii^itsJy r!oscribvd ev(^tlt ,; proditC,od
it11antic11) atud tlrt(a 1 11 (1 r( , sout• e, conntraInts which effr,t-tivt^1y
1)rccluitcd .carryIo1; otlt any ki .'{1)crImcntf). 	 IL 1)(?G=1[to Ilea .,—s )rll, tt)
rial -.v mid-1)rojvct r 0 v i n I o n n of ap1)rt),lt`h itn(I to 11.trotch ro.,;o lr(`es i)7
:at)llaitinf; aurviCr.:, An d tlaLorio1; from c oncerned IIldIV1.1ni11	 i1*)
I115tI.tutIolls
R(.,v1, 	 r1 a )ranch,
	 A now iipprozie.11 was (Ievi1,(! rI %r111(-.h ta11.r^:
a(a va11ta	 r)i An 411 !106 	 (lnive rsa
 
1. (e6i r 
	 ia1,1otl,, cE)n1)ut('r v1 Eii tt11
u 1)art11 t0 c'.;t(,llti L h 0 3[) 1) 11ciltiotl of tIte1r tt,cItnc)1(t„y to itvi?
visual Lin vi roil 	 aild t() Obtilill is vollmisterit I)a:t1.; for coi,iIr')1'Inwo,
i.-).t^I(t itltvr1)rvLatIor1 Lechnigii(!:3. 	 TliIs approach Inv01vu ,; (i )
coilpillatioll, rIt 1.tt;, atIon,	 and llI,;LrLl'llL1011 of i111 ur1);tn ,itlowa11
i 11it;,0 (1atitbas c to a variot:yof coit1)itvr v1 s; ion (Ix1^,-1•tr;, (i'_ j
rOn(luct of voIitntilry imn!,c Iittvr1)rot:,ticin c , x1)(!ri-nonta nn tl,r
diltill) i111 c with O tlC h exp e rt usin , Iii:, ow n
 facilities and soft si re,
+1411 (iii) arisot,r3rlont Of t:It y
 vX1)orIi,c=it'ta1. t`v itIt5 1)y t,I,C "t)'.)111LV
A I d for r_he vIind pro j 0 c t: tonta t• c) ( cs tc= rri no (a) t:hv v^;Cvnt: C()
tilliell Alva lahJc^tocItnI(Iites can ovorron(- prosv.nt no 1)111l.y i31t1
IIiiitations tltt%1 t1)) wIlich IIniGations of thc ir oil iIity i11 I re'1111ry
il,ltlitionill research to surmount.
Interont ai:ong committer vi lion (^xl)ctrts in the :101)1 I L_LY .kid
for the 111 ind pro ject; has been mti,*ttilated 1)y tI)!o —,.nc 7nti k?7l
Firstly, the 11,1<n110 dat	 c, fin  bern conpi led in such it vay 01a 
it ca..n scrvc: is s is universal. s t andard f or ob jo c.tive cote piarison of
alternative Ina - e interpretation a1.; or1tltrts. TItc field of
coriputer vision Is In need of such a Etnndil y d, itnd this pro jvc is
ontabase, c,il,l be of Ins tIng benefit to the re scaroil con (mill ty In
that role.	 "econdly, nodest honoraria were offered for Chv 1105(_
vFfective	 tt;cIinIcluas	 that	 a 	 r.eveal.(;cl	 by	 vol till tilry
experimentation.
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"ethodl and t veolts
Overview.	 The C'asvnr al ilr`'CCIi3pl Rlimon, of the J1 ].'fllvot tunii
to date lhas been they corhpilaaLlon, dJAiLirnti0q and d1hLribution
of an urban sidewalk imale dvLaab anv which many of the foremoit
researchers in computor vision have aaArved to process io their own
laboratories.	 A re±trolspectivu Annin ation of tItIA (I at;iba s 
revealed a nu mber o f photo ne Lr i c quality p rohlo"s which art y bvin ,
corrected at the present Lime. Arr;an cjlenLS have been Cade Lo
conplate the present thtaadY, and a vry ontar.y follow-up report will
be prepared under the suns rvi s afar of J. N. Tenenbaum. The ropou
will convey can analysis of the results of experiments contlucte:i'. on
the proje>ct ` n image database by the various resenrcharn who Anvo
agreed to participate in the p ro ject.
'I'Ctstina	 tlteactila^	 Zv rr ormitiila.t" '3aa[+ c ifi caatIon aaa^!	 ':CG"t14
yrari .a}_bIal. 	 They	prottatypv	 vlo	 lily NO anti;; tested under a protocol
which	 was
	 de fined	 In	 conneetiean	 with the "PP-vponsorvd "Ohillt.y
.aid	 dovk ;npnvnt	 project.	 A	 lhu" nary	 of Lhe protoeol	 and appl ienble
performance	 speciflentlons	 are	 Inclu d ed an	 Appuindix A to MY;
report.
An analysis of the test ro sul is rvv anted inst°a nevu of ne'enen
V hiela cattau d Lhe mobill;ty aid to frail and Moot ified the scone=
variables which unre renponsiblu for they failurvo: (1) We and
type of shado ws 
 on the Rifle w alk, (Li) Jenrev or contrast Wt vot+al
adjacent runions o f an la: nnv, e.g., between sidewalk and street or
t
	
	 3rrass, (iii) the number of ob,jocts whic h cl utter the wcenu, an(a
(iv) the incidence of "r.topduwnhl" or huluu in the t;itlewalk trh1vit
is being, viewed. Tbtso vaariablut, were iacorporatec! Into Clay
detila,n of Chef iraca;,e database to providu for an e°ffectivt=
nnse'ssment of s yntlable image i n te rpretation techniq"us.
Lunn formal reports of us er expv rit'ace were productive,, n1 so,
in establishing rasa ,approach to the nesaca ssrtent of mobility aft!
performance.	 It became apparent (i) th at
 it is necessary t o
diSl.Ing uish classes of objects that differ in relative importance
to ca user's safe and efficient travel and (ii) that olaxtact
detection and recognition rates h+lust be interpreted in the context
of such a classification scheme. Ansicallly, there are several key
Items such as sidewalk edges, potholes, broken sidevnlh slnlhs, aanta
large obstacles which most be detected. Also, Chars+ are secondary
items such as small off-path objects and distin uishinA features
of large objects (e.g., car van trench vs holder) w h ose detection is
desireable but not esse:nLial. finally, there are items; such as
shadows, fallen leaves, and sidewalk stains wlaich moat bo ignorod
or suppressed by the mobility aid.
C2 n ilatI n o f clat ea baa;e.	 The Image (Iataabaase ofj
	
	 representait ve urban siddua1k sconc^s was recorded photographically
using a 35 mm SLR stall camera and a 16 nm movie camera. nach
cene was recorded as ra stereo pals of :35 mn positivQ color istiKs
using a single; tripod-mountod camera at heats hvilht. A aing1v
camera was used to obtain sequential exposures of they two h.alvns
5
h
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of each uturro pule, M a horizontal rail nunnt waah (?(VInv A aaloh''
which `41st: caane ra could be tra nslated h( » twaaon vxp(oNu rvh to +at°ttlovt
stvrvo ssopar "atiou. This approach facilltatoul uov of a ain„le ?4 nh
fur but ta halvuh of as Stereo vxpo q urc and, therefo re, `• 11 ioWit
v.ariatlatns in lc U W tok Lt ou c'IfvCLE between 4a lvVH* «A wL "rv,,
separation of 1.5 inobvi, was chouvn to simulate the Kitt to v;f.
(syaatt ti p . 'toot cslidos were t.akr•Ia wfth a sixty dejr gy fit Il of via V
to sinulate nur"al human poripWral • Vision, and a few Glilva 4ert
taken wi th a four dnrep fioid of view to stAulAS flat » "an rtovill
vision.	 't ho narrow er
 
field Jm ajon o ppo ar an olo swo — ups or tuxturo
and sidewalk cr acka.
Selected ucones were recor4od an ifs rrt novi en to obtai n I `taan—
nt: qu enct"a o f is Sort that Woul d be Seen b y a ni !'sl Lve pe d e s tr i an.
Vo attteript wan made to produce NLvrvo Nov1vu,
t	
Databa se'. 	 VorLy sit"rvo =a11.des were t nkv n of vrklty and	n
Fronv i sco s ift Il l y. ta t" t"a en. Tw elve of t h ese N 1 i0vu were F.t" i t'a't 4"d
for use in the dntaabnsv, and t»lt?ven fo" these Kliden are rI"pr(odllecd
-in photocopies of prints In Appondix P.
»4liv	 L Wi l l
 ve sIid ea wer e I I I I. t i. 't -0 tlto	 L hait	 0 I1` y ( ' 011 14
d ist r IbutoO i n 'I '10111 ^ read abl y form.	 S inco f .`a^.3#e,- >st".; ' r t'^ t'at t'a^l»
t,oatvr cnto1.d atot ^Ji;,i.tIfa » 	t:IIo s1.1itvs it  h,tct	 1aovn	 1)'rt.,vito11toIy
agreed, the project team atr rnn ed for no — cost: d'l,":'f;t;l a l"n to be
done at SVI Tnternaat.i'onol. Softw+ar y w ao written to spovO up thi-
0 flit izaition process by pernitttn j the 1 1 nn f A I m strips (uncut
asl108) to III!` wrapped " around as Arom, (li.,iti%vd t»n natont, aatt'f
I)nrt1tioned	 irato	 indivi "[ualt	 ft!)',IM6	 lly	 1r(» .t11=s iaf	 '-01'tt•s,ar""
nanipnl.etion.	 This technig"v produvo s uniforol.y digi.tizvO IIa.(4wi
canal s i mplirics the re"In!raation of nLvrvo pairs. Ki.f.nev t.iYwr y Is
no u ni ver sa l, f ill' fo rma t f o r com p l. Lur i m a ges, xa s e l f – dubcrlpL W1,
format which is compatible With nossL vision SysltCnm Was p devised-
The  scaanntng procedure and f:i.lo format ,arc+ describe d i n A ptoLat»fi.:
I
	 C.
Problems and corrective aseaasuras>.
	
Althota ,h the rosultin!"
d1k,It1 le d Im a g ry atp pe " re d ac c t-770?  on n raster displ a y, it s;
uver»a11 (Iunlity w as inatdeq ua cc For use a s n staandaard daatrl lnoe.
Two specific problens became aappaarent o (1) T he dynamic (light
intensity) range of the i.r1=jos exceeded the linear raanAv of the
f, i.lms density curve because (a) fast; Film was used, (t.) the fi l is
was s:it„ht.Iy ti n de r expos;ed, an d (c) h ig h contr as t dovel o puen t
techniques were used. As as result, i (tn8e det oll in re llons or
shadow Lind bright illumination was coriprunised, and the data
became unsuitable for interpretation by photometric tochrilquv6—
(ii) The stereo baseline was to o sonll to pr t,Irone suffi3O1vot raaat;(
rosolution. Liven the inherent spatial resolutton of t'.iv
digitized images, for example, It is not possible to detect :I
,idewaall curb at to di stance of ton Foot.	 An Anatl ysiss is praavit'od
in Appendix D.
A now stet of slides in being Laken to correct: these prohloNs
* 	 in the dat aba s e .	 A A-2 5 f ilar a nd c a n;tor, d(svelop a 3 s u rvivoss al r y
being used to obtain better dynamic roasrp and inale quality. Thv
^.; 
	 6
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starv o baueline Im I l e trip, r xLended to ml i oul,l y
 widt)i Os"'-V- i nelit-tO
to unlit*ove rrtnne rosol eitlon. Ultioatt-ly, tilt, 111a go intvrprvt.it i,,n
softworu in the mobility mill will he writt.t .-n to mccept ►,tt=rv o
i 1`ago paIrit whit a stc: r oo 1)-1 nv1-nt' of i .5 itt rltc, tt. )'itr tl,t.
prtimunL, how p vt'tr, the v xLonaled utt'roo bast-11ne th roilttirtt' it)
fac lititt y tilt, 11114+ of tr clutin;l t/f,fLw;trt< for t , xpt'ri it'itr:tl ► tttr j5,,,. t •;,
liolicitrition or	 trti t14^t	 i_t•Lit• i i.tl	 .	 '^tiv ;w :lrtlel,, atioli t,f
curtputer	 in rliv ' l obi l i t	 %i tl for t i lt	 t'I I lid
1)roject
	
waii isolie Lr"tl »sy lit it 	 l at"r^1^^ }' illfkir ,!-t "I vuitt tvt^ x 
profesttstttnii ovt v Lintts.	 A revi(-i of tilt• omillutv r vint r-ot tvo 1,-i$ v-tl
litvraLitrti	 rvvviiIvtl	 nevvraI	 1,.i lit , rs	 wit it'l s 	 elf",i`i' i 	t4 a ° 	 i ^aMt ♦:•
in.terpretat,ioil	 tvchllitlites,	 a I.,# %) v J,t it ,;, 	 anJ r"g",tt"tt; of	 roLt't t i =s I
reltkva nce to tilt , -lobiltty aid prol,lvii.	 1,aclt atithor '-! 't'i 4 ;voit volt,i
p rints of	 tilt' datn',ane	 ittttj,l't: it ill it	 I g Lit4r or	 I11v11 1tI{ill 	 f_to
part Lcipate in tilt- pretiont tititity,	 The luttvr .lull iLn dia;lrl :)ti tlon
lint itre atLac,'hed as Appolitlix it io l,his rt-porl.. 	 AdJIII -,tall
i nformn1 er5ntiieLH wvr y
 in arly by tilv p ro.'e vt tt'iti} it 	 t I,v l t l 'I
Intornattonitl Joint Cooforx4nve ctrl Art ifieial Tittt'11i 	 n r v
(Deurini,) a n t1 tliv NS 	 1 10rkslinh o n Il i nna r. nt4a	 c'Itt ltt tit- Il e revpLton
(To 110 1 1)nttil).	 The reopon.,;v to thv pro j vet, Lt s im's sollatLaLlwl
efforts ax Ilts'def l G;t%poctatl.ons.	 A li!iL of the t`i8,fi1 , vvn ri-so-irf:livrs"
who have iudi aiitc d it willi n-t1ric' :t to p;irtic. pate in the irel,( lit
a Ludy itc provi,dod in Appendix P.	 'i'hv Iist inclurdot, 1.1ally tit tily
f o rotnost ex1) v rt t4 Iii tlto !`iald F co i.t p itt - r ':i ion. ) tirt he rviore,
the speci£iN intorost.t; of thesc' exports span riost of the nobility
.lid's p ro bl em a(is .
Pr egge ntations	 a nd	 l'Ithlt ail LIontt.	 2jiclint.,l I)t-	 mtri	 prcvvi-itu
tilt:	 pajtrrr^' 1:4'F l-")"it`1c'
	 yaaktlraI	 IS' cui iu 	AnitIysi ti 	fur	 a	 : lt ntl
Prosthesi
	 "	 at	 tlto	 19)11	 Intvt-1111L Gullill.	 JO ill t	 C:41nfvrvilCv	 on
Artif i cial	 Into-lii:,vnce	 in	 S ea ttle,	 24-21	 Angust	 1 11 RI.	 "`1tc	 pape r
is	 included	 in	 this	 report.	 as	 A ppendix t:.	 At it),	 Ja y 	Tv nvn ball ri
deIivered	 tho	 )'c'ynrito	 Ailtlrous	 at	 the	 NS	 11srl-shop	 on	 tilt rim	 ;tilt!
'Ifielilne
	 Perception	 in	 llenvt:r,	 12 -16	 August	 111"11.
15 1an-s.
	
Tlie	 ievi.1;ed	 inage	 il;itabaue	 will
	
be	 distriliutod
	 to	 the
voIunta r y	 pro j v e t	 parLic115 a n t s	 who	 wil l 	c on( l oer	 I i I a1-' v
interpretation	 experiitiOnlh.	 laxperinontal
	 resultu
	 iii.il	 be	 reptirtt-d
to	 the	 Nobilit y	 Aid	 for	 the	 Alind	 Project
	 'Ceara am!	 analyzeii.	 'sllc,,
,analysis will	 be	 reported	 to 	 NASA- ttnvs, Posearch Center	 (lilii)	 in .1
voluntary	 follow-up	 report
	 to	 be	 preparcrtl	 by	 Tvtit!nhalir	 an-1,	 if
wnrrarited,	 in	 t11i;'-	 opt;n	 literatu r e	 o r 	at	 it	 professional	 coofttrrtiov.
An	 appropriate	 itj,ency,	 p r obably	 T",t;l	 will	 ),ti	 5Q1vCLf'( t.	 st•;
portnancitt
	 repository	 of	 tlio	 itna,e	 datai5aso.	 Finally,	 the	 pro, ova,
u
tonvi	 will	 ,develop	 proposals	 to	 otai.n	 fundin g	 for	 later	 i,taou— ii	 of
that	 technology	 transfer	 pro joct.	 Specific	 plans
	
include	 prollo iin;,
(i)	 aanGtnatati ra n	 o f	rnolli.lity	 aid	 do v e-lo pnent	 to	 )`;11*	 and	 A1` 1 1	,Illtl
1 (ii) VLSI
	
Imple-nentation	 of	 lliit ;e	 interpretation	 atlgori tim.,;	 to
' ASA.	 Tile	 latter	 a.ctiviLy	 will	 h e	 proposed	 In	 Lhe	 ConteXt	 of
robotics	 applications	 for	 orbiting	 space	 platforns.
Conclusions
The	 first	 stag e	 of	 the	 Mobility	 Aid	 for	 the	 ):litlel	 techtiolo' y
`	
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trnnufaar pro juct Imam not lauoll cca*11110 0- 1
 as l(1aaa ne—I due tta a
svquencc of evQntt buyond MAN cuntro. I"awp vcr, LQv lta`tj oet,
tea" has provided for the eventual caahlaW 1o4 of propttw tor' an.,
for the aaEuhnin aiun of as follow- u p xttport! t ► nev the work w nvo
coit1)1 o tt,d. AlhO, the project teen is propnrviJ to i1r.aw ovvvit-11
t»ola4' "xion Cron the wort .aa*t orpl inheA to dAte:
1. ',Clan+ ' I obtlItLr Aid rur tlIZ ';I it"	 ta I l l LILY lar%rIvvt 1a'
perceiveif .t as laaT17.- wortlaWhilt . lty t?it^ t'atatiiaat^r vit,i{rat r^ ;ac^.ara°a
C oM v till It y .	 " a n y 	en itlt lttor	 v l €i I oi t 	 C a '}C(' :rt s	 It .ava	 ,.t l r { • r' t a 	e to
palrtieipato In the project, 4anJ Wrlt,itek coney " Inq tie as" ie ntt,•al
06v ctf totot" urban to lilt-walk datasle a s " } an a st•ctil.ard tkvr.t"tv t for
conputer vit,i on tochnatlopy W lack " n poi I t ivr.
. It 10 :antis°iparod Ka t Lh v t 1 00v I Py loi "a in t4v urta:an
Aidowaalk alataabaaNe will vxvrt suortatittlal leverTape on tKv furthor
deV0loltirsc al t
 o f a;.a "Puto r v isi o n an d ttoaat ttsrr 40tabinc wi ll o v tat'
lancing be nefit t o the coliputc' r vit,ion ra;t€ p a r eh co"lia"wi ty. ` 1 r
t':i& distribution o f the "Irduntri al patrt„ [in" Ira to Or;ta,s"ant,
several years iano had such au ta'tllact. The aarh an (ildownlh d at*!.#aNv
Is riore tx ast.ap1ax an(I, for the fir€ate tino, p( , r:nit°fa both (I)
conparit:ive att3su stsne nt t'.`' as variety or aaljo rithon and aap p ro aaclt r` `+
o n a s to i nt; 1 0 d atalb n at y as'+ A # ii) t he asas too a s an valt of €i ^rt!a^t is to^'[tto!;^pr
a pplied c.olnplinentaary approac' hoh
 and integraltod a pproaches ca n a s
comple x stan da rd dataalno e .
3. T 1e rechodoloAy of distributing imn1 a rather l;hatt
distributing aalgorith ns (should proviev m any o f Lhe tocit-asttfin
r p sult n that art y tsuppnnvd to be pr od uced by the nor( ,
 oo ltirtnuu
APPA Isms( u lindur.atnndinn Tamthvd Project, (831) at a fraction  of
that pro juct'n cost.
Vii, Vie
	 one	 of	 th p 	rscalli	 l,t,y att e l	 datnha sv	 no	 a	 nt.andard
database will	 f ocits	 t he	 research alts Inunit y 's	 Interv al; on	 the
nnhility Girl	 problem	 For
	 yvarm	 to Ginn. The	 rtrsult"a	 of vu rb
foa:a svO efforts	 s h o " I d	 Q	 al	 tsa bnt:nnt1nl Inprovt vent In	 tai('
performance, Ono C,	 and	 ,ttamlin
	 of	 mnhiIity aids and	 at bar vininat
aids
	 f o r the	 blind.
5.	 It is aanrielp,atod that stn one atllorfthn will ttruvo t o t,(-
superior in Inane into rprotaaLlon pvr°formaalap
 on nrhan iiM;al a -
1;cenv y .	 lal.ffe,rant a 
	 ,, or lthrt€a w 11 l)d, nor y sraCCvf, r,fn 	 :tt
r o a o ft nJ.z I n	 d  f f v r v n t c Iaa ass
	
f nhtaae3 vs In
	 L h V ► t llto:i
pedestrian 's
 path. Ultimately ) tbo nobillt y paid trill, InvorporYsto
several different : 1guritlaris In order to achivvv aadoflliatv
performance ove r as wide class of ob stoc:ln_rr and conditions in thv
visunl, environment. T h v p r v s,vrIt t: a€a , I ts L  aanv,(!rt aaIu v hIt*la
existing algoritbns and techniques should he incorporated Into tot!
nobility n d an d and w hat now aap pr tralchos most be flew=1opol"nil
Incorporated.
14'
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APPENDIX A
In reference to the NASA proporal # we would tentatively formulate
performance xpecifications for the electronic mobility M4 visual
processing algorithms as followot
class Is Detection of large, salient features in the environment
such as poles (as indicated in our original grant request to NSF`) and,
in general, those obstacles relatively easy for the algorithms to
detect. These will include features over 1 1 in height or depth in-
cluding boxes, low walls, parked cars, buobas, *to. we would intend
to supply sample photoqraphe of sidewalk scones with such items clearly
labelled. Class I ob4ects should be detectable at the 98% correct
level.
Class 11 objects would include such items as the edge of the
sidewalk or path, edges of a lawn or wall, crosswalk markings And
other irregular path aelinoatorn. Detection and recognition accuracy
for Class IX objects could be 95% or better.
Class III objects will Include items such as curbs (step down),
broken sidewalk slabs, rocks, small objects, litter, and large chuck
holies. In go#-#oral Class III objecto will be 4 inches or larger in
vertical extent. The detection and recognition accuracy for Clasn III
obstacles can vary over a range from 00% for those obstacles which are
At present most difficult to virtually 98% for those which we can
easily handle with our present algorithms. With further analy*$ we
will t)e able to tighten the specifications and break them into sub-
categories, cacti with its own quoted accuracy of detection.
Class IV objects should include items down to 1/2" in height,
such as a fractured sidewalk, broken tiles, litter and other small
items on the sidewalk. The major use of Class IV is to reject items
such as leaves and shadows which would not constitute an impediment
or hazard to the blind pedestrian,
Our current microprocessor-based system should be able to handle the
first 3 categories at the stated accuracies under ideal conditions
which perhaps obtain some 70% of the time. However, the new algorithms
which we seek to utilize or develop under NASA funding should handle
all 4 classes under 90 to 95% of all lighting and weather situations
extreme darkness). Such all-weather performance will be
required in order to achieve acceptance by the blind community.
For our currently NSF funded project ( Phase I), we plan to evaluate
the apparatus with blind users. An investigator, utilizing a visual
scoring rechnique, will tabulate the classes of obstacles encountered
by button presses which will be recorded on a portable tape recorder.
Results will be summarized and played back through a microcomputer to
collate and analyze the performance and statistical data in all desired
categories.	 I
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APPENDIX B
PHOTOCOPIES OF
COLOR IMAGES
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APPMzX C,
TtfA E DIGITIZATIOM AVO 1ILV I"Ctp;",A,T
7r ► tat,o Pipitization ProcHury
35 nm Imaryes were di n i,t z od u s in g no Opt r o n ies C: .. 1200 Co lor
Scanner at ;API Intarnriti.oitaI.	 I?av It sL r-1p a:a s scaaitn vd aat aft
microns per pixel resolution four VVen unin;; clear, rod, Irevn,
and blue color filters. D  A i tizod p1xnl valuo is relat ed to t tlr ►
density and fide transmission by the followIn„ formulas:
pixel vnlue u 255!3*0-film dpnsit,y)
pixel value ^ 155/^^('1-1 A,,hat;a^ft(trr^nr^taisc:ir^ ►t)),
where -3 loq density leq 0.
The boundaries of the individual framer; ware located using an
image scrolling program (SCROLL): Each frame in all tour dolor
bands was extracted into images which are 700 pixvl.s wide by 5t2
PiXVl a high.
Ina8v bile Forman
Th u digILLM i ma ge s, ar e storud in files which cons t or Orr
8-byre header followed by scam lines in IuFt-to--rijbt, top -to-
bottom 	 Ench header ha s exactly the anno Information:
lrytos 0,1	 constant 1100 decimal
bytes 7,3	 number of pixol: per line - 700
hytc ►s 6 , 5	 number of Was per inaa ,e = 512
bytes 6,7	 number of hitn per pixel = 2
A total. of 02 tiles were produced: roar each for the twenty-
r,wo 35 mni man. The files aar y n amed is follows: PRA.=1:AX,
FRA;'I1;W, FUAMRA.C,, FRA'il?,1.1';, ..., FaAUV.Il, 1't;AMRV. P , i'I'e'1'I!"W,
and F:t1HEV.T. The suf Fix to they ntring "FRAME" i.ndicaates one of
a2 a► lpha botical batters 1n the r oa n;,e A throuBh V; and rho f I I v
notme exten:sinna .W, .R, .G, and .9 refer to the clear (v h! Lu),
reel, Bruen, and blue color filters, respectively.
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F..tfects of Viewpoint Separation on Stereopis
Stereo imagery is characterized by several parameters. These include the
linear separation between the two cameras, termed the stereo baseline, the field
of 4ew and resolution of the cameras, and the distance to the three dimensional
objects to be viewed. The stereo resolution of such. a system can be defined in
terms of the minimum depth separation between two objects that Is large
enough to be detectable by the system. Within the sidewalk environment the
ability of a system to detect certain impediments depends upon the stereo reso-
lution, For example, detecting step downs, holes, and broken sidewalk slabs
depends upon the system being able to detect depth discontinusties in the nor-
mally flat sidewalk surface, The deference in distance from the cameras to the
edge of a hole and to the bottom of a hole must be greater than the system's
stereo resolution if the hole is to be detected, For a desired depth resolution
Ad, the minimum required stereo baseline b can be determined in terms of the
other parameters.
Let the field of view of the camera be denoted by the angle 9, The monocu-lar resolution of a camera is defined in terms of the number of pixels in the
image, The camera can only detect features two pixels or larger in size (this is
the Nyquist sample size,) Given a camera image of n by n pixels, for two points
to be distinguished as separate they must lay further apart than s =
4*f«tan(`p)/n (where f is the focal length of the camera and s is the distance on
the focal plane, both in the same units, inches or centimeters.) Ad will denote
the minimum incrimental distance beyond a point at distance d from the cam-
'	 eras that can be resolved, The figure displays the camera geometry of objects
at distances d and d + Ad,.
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The point at distance d from the right camel -A iNill appear at a location u on
the image plane of the left camera given by the vqua.tion u = b •f/d, The point at
distance d + Ad will appear at u' r b et/(d+Ad). In the image plane of the right{ camera there will be no difference between the projection of the two points.
r Thus for the system to distinguish between an object laying at a distance d and
one laying at a distance d + Ad, the quantity u - u` must be greater than the
detectable point separation distance s from above. This leads to the equation;
U — le = b . J -Ad > 4- -tangy_d-(d+Ad)	 n
solving for b:
b > 4-d-tan(0)-(d+Ad)n,'Ad
Ms equation gives the the minimum camera baseline required for a desired
stereo resolution, From this it can be seen that higher stereo resolution is
obtainable at the cost of a longer bane line, higher resolution, narrower field of
view, or lesser distance to the objects of interest. For example, given a field of
view of 60 degrees, a camera resolution of 512 by 512 pixels, and an object dis-
tance of 15 feet, a baseline of nearly 21 inches would be required to obtain a
stereo resolution of two feet, Because of perspective effects, a two foot stereo
discontinuity is produced by objects eight inches or taller on the sidewalk, and
thus such a baseline suffice to detect most sidewalk curbs,
!r
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YO MMMty GroupFAIRCHILD 	 4001 MorandaAvenuePalo Alto, California 04304
Telephone 415;493.9100A Schlumberger Company
	 TWX 9101370.0435
July 6, 1981
Dear Coileague(s)r
We seek your collaboration in a community-wide study to
identify useful vision algorithms for incorporation in a blind
mobility aid. This effort, sponsored by NASA (through the Biomedical
Applications Team at Stanford Uniiersity), is being undertaken to asses
whether a useful prosthesis can be conctructed with state of the art
techniques and to ascertain where additional research is most needed.
Specifically, we are asking participants to evaluate empirically the
performance of their most relevant;. operational algorithms on a
database of representative images.
Urban street scenes have been chosen as the experimental domain
(see enclosed sample photos). ,A useful mobility aid must be able to
identify clear navigable paths (e.g.p the sidewalk) and detect the
presence of significant obstacles (e.g., curbs, chuck holes, telephone
poles, garbage cans, buildings and vehicles, as opposed to shadows).
Semantic labeling of obstacles is desireable but not essential.
The enclosed paper provides further background on the difficult visual
processing problems that arise in building a mobility aid, and
describes a first attempt at an integrated solution. We are
interested in better algorithms for accomplishing various stages of
processing within the context of that system, as well as algorithms
motivated by research in computational vision, that could overcome
fundamental limitations. Within this broad charter, many types of
algorithms are potentially relevant: for example, correlation tracking
(e.g., for following the center line of the sidewalk), segmentation
(e.g., for extracting long lines, smooth curves, and homogeneous
regions, associated with the sidewalk and major obstacles),
interpretation of pictorial features as physical scene events (e.g.r
as shadow or occlusion boundaries), recovery of intrinsic surface
x	
characteristics (e.g., range and orientation mapping using shading,
texture gradient, stereor motion stereo, etc.), extraction of
prominent three dimensional surfaces (e.g., the ground plane, vertical
surfaces) and volumes (e.g., cylinder representations of obstacles
such as telephone poles and cars), semantic or schema based
interpretation of pictorial or 3-U features, establishing symbolic
correspondence between features in successive views and so forth.
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation
t	 ^J^
We have compiled a modest image data base for use in evaluation, some
samples of which a:,,(, enclosed. All scenes are available in color and
stereo. In some cases, foveal views of interesting features and time
sequences of imagery (in the form of 16mm movie film shot while
walking along the sidewalk) are also available. This data will be
available both in hard copy (as color prints or positive
transparencies and digitized form (via tape or AR.PANET). The preferred
form of output is graphical overlays (e.g., delineations of object
boundaries) superimposed on the original image. other forms of output
(e.g., numeric arrays) may also be provided to permit more detailed
evaluation of algorithm performance.
We hope you will be able to participate in this worthwhile cause. In sc
doing, you will also be contributing to the quality of computer vision
research by helping establish a precedent for competitive algorithm
evaluation on standard data sets. As an added incentive, a small
honorarium ($150) will be awarded for each of the 20 most promising
algorithms. More substantial consulting funds may also be available
for refinement and/or further evaluation.
Please return the enclosed gustionaire as soon as possible. We plan
to begin distributing imagery immediately on receipt, and would like
to receive your results for compilation by the end of the summer. The
results will be disseminated as a report and, if appropriate, at some
suitable conference.
ince ely
ay	 enenbaum
a rMild Al Research Laboratory
Michael Deering
Oniversity of Californ a, Berkeley and
Smith Kettelwell Institute of
Vision Research
P.S., Recipients of th i s letter and some algorithms of interest are
listed on the next page. Suggestions for other participants and
algorithms relevant to this study would be greatly appreciated.
FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
0C% r 0409.17
S	 ^"
R
t
Partial list of potential participants and potentially relevant
algorithms:
µ Harlyn Baker (edge-based stereo)
Dana Ballard (Hough techniques)
Ruzena Bajscy ( texture gradient)
Steve Barnard (vertical surface finder)
Tom Binford (edge detection and interpretation)
Rod Brookes (ribbon finder, model-based object finding)
Dave Burr (image registration)
Bob Cunningham (motion tracking)
Larry Davis ( segmentation, texture algorithms)
Martin Fischler (linear features, analysis of range data)
Don Gennery ( stereo ground plane finder)
Eric Grimson ( stereo)
Marsha Jo Hannah ( bootstrap stereo)
Bob Harralick (facet model)
Ellen Hildreth ( Primal sketLh)
Berthold Horn (shape from shading + contour)
Takeo Kanade ( range finder, texture)
John Kender (texture)
Martin Levine ( segmentation algorithms)
'	 David Lowe ( surface interpretation)
Worthy Martin (motion)
Dave Milgram ( interpretation of range data)
Hans Moravec (stereo, motion, obstacle avoidance)
M. Nagao (segmentation)
a	 H-H Nagel (analysis of image sequences)
Ram Nevatia (edge detection, motion stereo)
Yu-ichi Ohta (region analysis)
Sandy Pentlin (shape from shading)
Walt Perkins (concurves)
3	 Slava 1-razdny (range, orientation from motion)
Keith Price (region extraction)
Lynn Quam (correlation tracker)
Raj Reddy (region extraction)
Ed Riseman (edge and region extraction techniques)
Azriel Rosenfeld (relaxation enhancement)
Jay Tenenbaum (interpretation-guided segmentation)
Shimon Ullman (shape from motion)
Jon Webb (motion)
Tom Williams (analysis of image sequences)
Andrew Witkin (occluding edges, shape from texture)
Steve Zucker (segmentation algorithms)
i
r^
FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT COMP011ATION
"CN • 8404.7.7
1'r.
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pUESTIONAIRE
Name:
Address:
Description of algorithms:
(please answer for each algorithm you plan to evaluate,
using additional pages as required)
Type of algorithm (ridge detection, stereo matching etc.)
input ( image, line drawing, range array, cylinder model etc.)
Output ( image overlay, edge or region data structure, orientation
array etc.)
Principles of operation (brief description),
Envisaged role in a mobility aid.
Implementation Details
(hardware, software, memory requirements, execution speed)
What types of experimental imagery will you need from us?
(Type of scene-refer to numbers on back of sample photos;
color, stereo, field of view; resolution and format of digitiz=
data, if desired, else size and nature e.g., transparency, glo
of hard copy data.)
w
x	
^`	 FA1RCHILO CAMERA 
-
ANO INSTRUMENT CORPORATIONy
oe. s 140f.27
.....,... > o..ear^► . +iii	 }.!
t:
in what forth will you supply output for evaluation
(photograph of displayed results overlaid on original image,
printout, tape dump of data structures etc.)
I
note: Transfer of imagery and results in machine readable
form is preferred. Digitized imagery will be provided
as files, one record per row of the image array.
The same format can be used to return results
as arrays of labeled pixels. Such arrays
provide a uniform means for representing results at
many levels of processing (e.g., range values, edge or
region labels, semantic labels and so forth.) They
are easy to display and compare, and are readily
transformed into other data structure s. photos of
graphical output are also acceptable, and would
be appreciated, in any case, to permit an initial,
qualitative evaluation.
Comments
(suggestions for other partic$,pants, general comments on
running this study)
s
f
FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
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APPENDIX F'
VOLUNTARY PROJECT PARTICIPANTS
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x	 APPENDIX G
Real Time Natural Scene Analysis for a Alind Prosthesis
Michael Deering
Computer Science Division, Department of EECS
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, California 94720
Carter Collins
Smith-Kettlewell Institute of Visual Sciences
San Francisco, California 94115
• This work was supported by NSF grant no, PFR-7908299 from the Science and
Technology to Aid the Handicapped Program,
ABSTRACT
A real-time computer vision system designed for the limited environment of
city sidewalks is presented. This system is part of a prototype mobility aid for
the blind. The overall device endeavors to keep blind pedestrians on a safe path
down the sidewalk, and also warn of upcoming obstacles. The scene analysis
algorithm uses semantic models of the environment to interpret edges In the
multi-frame image data as borders of various objects, as well as to assign dis-
tance estimates to these objects. The input is a 64 by 64 by 6 bit gray-scale
image taken from the vantage point of the shoulder of a pedestrian once a
second. Along with each image, the three dimensional transformation of the
camera location since the previous frame is assumed to be provided by
hardware. After an initial segmentation into edge lines represented as arcs of
circles, predictions of edges (generated by analysis of previous frames) are used
to identify edges in the current frame. Edges not identified by this process are
incorporated into the portion of the three dimensional world model that they
are the most consistent with. The induced three dimensional world model of
objects can then be used to provide mobility information to the blind user. The
emphasis throughout the system has been on efficiency. The design trade-offs
and techniques used to obtain high processing rates are discussed. Most of the
vision system is currently running in real-time on a 16 bit micro-processor.
Field trials of the complete prototype device will begin soon.
I Introduction
An effort to produce an optically based electronic mobility aid for blind
pedestrians has lets to the development of a natural scene analysis program for
a the typical scenes e.icbuntered by a pedestrian. The restriction to the seman-
ticly rich domain of city sidewalks has allowed the visual processing to be per-
formed in real time on a 18 bit microprocessor. The nature of the task is such
that perfect object detection and recognition are not required, but rather the
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probabillstic detection of potential obstacles, The main goal of the system is to
determine approximately where the sidewalk is (with respect to the user), and
secondarily to warn of objects blocking the path ahead. This task must be per-
formed in real-time on real-world sidewalks.
Most real-time vision systems to date have dealt with very constrained
image domains, due to the enormous computational requirements inherent in
visual processing. These include industrial parts recognition (1), blood cell
counting, and automatic navigation. Faster hardware and more efficient
software techniques will gradually allow more complex domains to be handled at
high speeds. Our approach has been to start with very fast segmentation, and
amortize semantic processing over several frames, utilizing predictions from
models of previously recognized objects to guide the parse of the current image,
At the high end, our system is similar to many semantically oriented systems,
such as [2) and [3]. Finally our use of multi-frame data is similar to many
aspects of [4) (5)(6)(7)(6).
II Constraints
In order to achieve real-time processing, we have had to impose several
constraints upon the operations of the system:
1. Input is restricted to clean, sunlit, mostly shadow-free sidewalks.
2. Certain initial starting conditions will be supplied to the system from the
outside (which way the camera is pointing, where the sun is, etc.)
3. False positives are allowed (it is OK to occasionally warn about non-existent
obstacles)
4. We must accept that within our resolution and processing time certain
classes of objects are undetectable, These include objects whose width falls
below the Nyquist sampling rate of the camera (mainly skinny poles), and
objects with very low contrast with respect to the background, or those
against a wildly changing background. At the same time, we wished to con-
struct the program modulely, allowing knowledge about objects and scenes
to be separated from the control structure (but without sacrificing
efficiency.)
III Overview of the Program
The input scenes are successive 64 by 64 by 6 bit gray wide angle images
taken from the vantage point of the shoulder of a pedestrian, at a rate of one or
two frames per second. This relatively low resolution is the highest N:::ssible
under the hardware and timing constraints. The overall organization of the pro-
gram is: After video acquisition of the input scene, digitization and noise-
removal, the information processed in three passes as follows:
1. segment the picture into linked chains of edges,
2, flt curves ►,o these chains and put the mathematical description of the
curves into an associative data-base, and	 ,
3. match these curves against several data bases (the world model) which
include curve predictions from previous -Genes.
The results of these matches identify semantically the objects belonging to
the curves, Knowing whether an object is horizontal or vertical allow one to pro-
ject the curves out into three dimensional space to determine their direction
and range. Further heuristics are employed that utilize location Information
N.	
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from previous frames to make an independent motion stereo based estimate of
the object ranges. At this stage the program should know where the sidewalk
and any close obstacles are located, and can proceed to output this information.
(Obstacles are the common sorts of large physical objects that one might
encounter on a city sidewalk-, phone poles, lamp posts, fire hydrants, trash cans,
sign posts, automobiles (off to one side), parking meters, trees, bushes, etc.)
IV	 Coordinate System
The coordinate system used for the three dimensional outside world is cen-
tered on the focal point of the camera as it moves through space. The Z-axis is
oriented in the direction that the camera is pointing, the Y-axis points stralght
up, and the X-axis points to the right of the camera. Thus the three dimensional
location of all objects is always determined relative to the pedestrian, and are
re-computed each frame. Points in the world are mapped to points in the image
plane through the usual projective geometrical equations,
One of the fundamental problems of computer vision is that this projection
of the three dimensional world (X,Y,Z) to the image plane (x,y) cannot be
_ reversed without additional data of some kind. One of the main goals of the
semantic phase of our system is to provide this additional data via semantic
'	 knowledge about the probable locations, orientations, and relationships between
typical objects encountered within the sidewalk environment.
	 This additional
information usually is in the form of a hypothesis on the value of one of X,Y, or Z.
Given this value, along with the image plane feature location (x,y), the remaining
two three-dimensional coordinates can be found by suitable manipulation of the
projection equations.
The motion of the camera in the world between frames will cause the pro-
jections of edges of three dimensional objects onto the image plane to change.
The general
	 case of the	 camera	 transformation involves six parameters,
(AX,AY,AZ,1,9o,p).	 For a camera mounted upon the shoulder of a pedestrian it
can be safely assumed that 6Y and p are approximately zero, as there is little
torsional rotation, and the height of a particular pedestrian remains roughly
constant. (It should be noted that the mechanics of the human visual system
goes to a great deal of effort to keep p near 0, a p rotation of up to six degrees of
the head is countered by an opposite rotation of the eyeball in the socket. The
shape of the horoptor in many animals indicate that the height of the animal is
taken to be a constant for some visual processing.) The equations to perform
this transformation can be combined with the image plane projection equations
to obtain the location within the current image plane of a world point from a
previous frame.
V	 The World Model (the Sidewalk World
Our world model is the typical sidewalk environment as encountered by a
pedestrian. Most modern sidewalks are constructed of slabs of white concrete,
and are three to twelve feet wide. Many run in straight lines for an entire block
J before ending in a corner, while others may be curved.	 For simplioity it is
assumed that all sidewalks encountered by the vision system are straight for
thirty feet beyond the camera unless a corner is ahead. Sidewalks mainly differ
In their width and the presence (or absence) of a grass border on their street
side. These variations are modeled by a few simple parameters.
Within the 64 x 64 image the borders of the sidewalk on either side will often
appear as high contrast lines. These lines will be in the lower half of the image,
1'
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at a highly inclined angle. Various objects bordering on the sidewalk sometimes
are of similar optical intensity, reducing the contrast of the sidewalk edges, A
large variety of objects can border city and suburban sidewalks. rpese include;
bushes, shrubs, trees, grass, dirt, driveways, walkways, walls of all types, doors,
and windows. On the street side usually one Ands pavement and automobiles.
These objects occur at fairly predictable locations, and many times with good
contrast compared to the white sidewalk.
Most objects located upon the sidewalk proper have three fortunate proper-
ties: they do not move, have stereotypical locations with respect to the edge of
the sidewalk, and usually do not block the path. Objects in this class include:
phone poles, lamp posts, Are hydrants, traffic signs, parking meters, trees, mail
boxes, phone booths, most trash cans, and bushes. Many of these objects also
have the property of being rectilinear, and approximatable as cylinders or boxes
(and thus produce good, high contrast edges,)
Unfortunately rther objects are more unpredictable. These include: paper
boxes, bags, newspapers, trash, garbage cans, parked bicycles, and badly
parked cars. Such obstacles can appear anywhere on the sidewalk, and are not
always very rectilinear. However, they do have some properties that facilitate
their detection. Many are short,, so their borders are within the two edges of the
sidewalk. They also rest directly upon the ground, enabling their distance to be
accurately determined and verified over several frames,
Finally there is the class of moving objects which are the hardest to handle,
as their shape and location may change drastically from frame to frame. This
class includes pedestrians, dogs, bicycles, occasionally a car crossing the Bid,--
walk, and wind-blown trash. Fortunately, most mobile obstacles are alive or con-
trolled by humans, and will try not to collide with a pedestrian.
VI Low Level Processing
I
I
I
i
I
f
t^ I
Initial segmentation of digital images is now a fairly well developed art, but
no general technique is know to be (close to) optimal for the large class of
natural images, and the speed of various algorithms can differ by orders of mag-
nitude, The necessity for real-time performance is the most severe constraint
imposed upon our system. Many promising segmentation techniques had to be
rejected out of hand on efficiency grounds.
The speed of the initial segmentation algorithm dominates the performance
of the overall system, as the semantic phase is usually many times faster [1),
Thus a poor quality (but fast) segmentation algorithm may be preferable to
higher quality (but slayer) algorithm if one can make the semantic phase work a
little harder. This is the case in our system. Our segmentation algorithm only
directly compares two pixels at a time, and thus is sensitive to noise, but runs at
a very high speed. In some sense every module in the system after the pixel
comparison has some component who's job is to help correct for the defects
introduced by the initial fast segmentation.
The segmentation algorithm used is an edge following algorithm that differs
from the usual (such as described in [9]), in that we follow several edges simul-
taneously. Most edge followers grow an edge line point by point serially from
one end of the line, We instead grow many edge line's in parallel by adding to
both ends of mane edge lines simultaneously. The advantages of this method
corresponds roughly to those gained by a breadth first versus a depth first
search, in that there is more global information available when one is forced to
make local decisions. This allows edge thinning to take place at the same time
as edge following, and contributes to the speed of the algorithm.
	-	
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In more detail, edge points in the input are found using a pseudo-random
scan (10). In the area around each point a search is made for existing edge lines
and other isolated edge points, Based on complex decision rules, an existing
edge line may be extended to the new point, a new edge line may be created
between the new point and another point, or two edge lines may be joined
through the new point. (These rules are similar to those found in [11], but with
less complex weightings,) The decision rules mentioned above help thin the
edges, mainly by forcing edge lines to be essentially continuous. The final result
of pass 1 is the collection of edge lines obtained after all the edge points have
been processed,
The edge follower tends to be conservative, as it knows that pass 3 will con-
nect broken lines. This is possible as pass 3 has access to more global informa-
tion about the objects within the scene, and thus may have reason to believe
that three roughly collinear line segments may in fact be the edge of one object,
Pass 1 does not have enough information to decide if a gap between two line seg-
ments is due to noise breaking up a single edge, or is really an occluding object
or a gap between two objects.
In our system, noise in a single pixel many times can lead to the break-up
of a potential edge line into two pieces, The defectt in this edge segmentation
can be modeled as higher level noise. That is, as br^jken edges, missing edges,
and misoriented edges. Semantic rules about line segments can take these
defects into account, and sometimes even make use of certain properties of the
"noise". For example, the breakup of a edge line corresponding to the edge of
an object in the scene may be caused by a surface discoloration near the object
edge. If this is the case, then the "noise" will be serially correlated from frame
to frame. Thus the broken edge will be broken in the same way in several
frames, and the relative location of the break can be (and is) used as a feature
of that edge (which can help to re -Identity it in successive frames.)
VII The 11tting of Edges to Curves
Pass 2 gathers information about each edge line, summarizes Its attributes,
and sorts it to permit quick searches. Pass 1 sorts the edge lines by x-y location
and computes their length, Pass 2 computes their "curvature" and angle of incli-
nation from the horizontal, and sorts them by angle. Edge lines that are too
convoluted are broken up into smaller (and simpler) segments. This covers the
few cases in which the conservative edge follower described above is not
sufficiently conservative. This can occur when two straight line segments inter-
sect at a shallow angle. Pass i cannot distinguish this case from a single shal-
lowly curved lne segment. Pass 2'3 curvature statistics are needed to resolve
this case.
We devised a fast algorithm to At lines to arcs circles. The main point for
our application was to within a milli-second classify a given line segment as a
roughly straight line, a gently curving line, or noise. It is possible that in the
future we may make use of finer details of the curves, but in an environment of
i rotating three dimensional objects absolute curvature is of little use, and more
general information on object surface orientation and distance is needed (such
as discussed in [12],)
VIII Representation of Objects
Our three dimensional representation necessarly emphasis the edges of
objects, given the nature of our initial segmentation, The representation
u
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roughly resembles a collection of three dimensional edges of the object, but the
locations of the edge lines relative to each other is not Axed as in 3D wire frame
models in computer graphics, but rather are allowed to vary as needed. As most
objects in the sidewalk world are somewhat rectilinear, many are represented
by planes parallel to the X,Y or Z axis (a similar representation was used in (41.)
For example, a phone pole can be fairly well approximated by a rectangle facing
the observer, The sidewalk proper is approximated by a rectangular slab who's
position and width is updated every frame with new data,
To achieve high processing speeds, some of our representation is pro.
cedural rather than semantic. But as we have built up the number of objects
that we handle, a number of common subroutines have emerged, allowing new
objects to be added and represented fairly easily, High processing speeds
verses separation of control structures and knowledge are not necessarily
incompatible, but to obtain both one must have intervening software step that
transforms high level , abstractions into a form combinable with control struc-
tures. It also helps to have a very flexible control structure. Our system puts
both edge data and object building procedures Into associative data-bases, thus
allowing the flow of control to be determined by the data. In retrospect, most of
the object handling procedures could have been generated by machine from
static descriptors rather than by hand, and we may go to such a system in the
future.
iX Representation of Visual Knowledge
With the knowledge of how to recognize and represent objects handled by
the object representation, the remaining visual knowledge of interest is that
that tells you where an object is (it's distance and direction,) A number of
hueristics of varying degrees of generality exist to do this job, with varying
degrees of accuracy and constraints. These are:
-1. If the object is know to be resting on (or very near) the grouted plane, then
Y is known to be Userlielgth, and X and Z can be obtained by back projec-
tion,
2. If the object has a known distance from the edge of the sidewalk (for exam-
ple, phone poles are usually one foot in), and all one has is a piece of an
edge of the object (usually not the ground plane intersection), then one can
l obtain the objects (X,Y,Z) location as follows: take the image plane (x,y)
location of the edge piece, project it as a line through the origin (the focal
point of the camera) into (X,Y,Z) space, and intersect this line with the
plane which is the constant distance in from the sidewalk.. This Intersection
X and Z will be the object's location on the ground plane. (The equation of
the plane parallel to the sidewalk is obtainable because the equation of the
sidewalk edge is assumed to be known.) Even if the constant distance in
from the sidewalk edge is incorrectly guessed, which can lead to distance
error on the order of 50% or more, at least some distance information has
been provided, and one can make simple decisions like "will l run into it in
two seconds or twenty seconds". In future frames, motion stereo can
tighten up this distance estimate (and correct the constant distance term).
By the time an object Initially sighted twenty or more feet away comes to
within five feet of the pedestrian the location of the object will have
appeared in thirty frames of solid data, hopefully pinpointing it's location to
'	 wit."kin a foot.
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3, Once the effects of camera tilt and pan have been subtracted, the
differences in locations of a feature in successive frames can be used to
determine its range and distance by working backwards from the projection
and camera transformation equations. we employ motion stereo as a
secondary distance cue that is used to check up on our primary cues i and
2 above.
4. There are some distance heuristics that are only of use for determining the
equation of the sidewalk's borders. These include making use of the known
constant width of the sidewalk.,
5. Finially, the location of an image feature relative to the current interpreta-
tion of scene can be used to obtain a probable distance estimate. For
example, edges near the vanishing point of the sidewalk are probably (but
not necessarily) far away. Edges way off to one side and In the sky most
likely belong to upper stories of buildings or the background, and may be
safely ignored. (One misses overhangs this way, but overhangs in general
are very hard to recognize, as many are of very low contrast to begin with.)
X Semantic Analysis
The semantic phase endeavors to build a three dimensional model of the
outside world that it is moving through, such that edges in the image framers
correspond to edges of objects in three dimensional model. The various dis-
tance heeristics listed above are employed both to initially place objects as well
as to verify their location/identity over several frames. (An object whose dis-
tance varies wildly from frame to frame may be mis-identified.) Further con-
straints exist that simplify the semantic analysis task. These titre:
1. Most objects in the sidewalk world rest on the ground plane (though we do
not assume that thel+ point of contact is visible.)
2. Most objects can be roughly approximated by planes parallel to the x y, or
z axis (as in [4].)
3. Location accuracy need only be enough to avoid objects most of the time.
For example, distances to objects need only be computed with an accuracy
of 4:20% when objects are closer than 6 feet, and 140% when objects are
further away.
4. The camera transformation will be correctly supplied most of the time (by
hardware) to within 19, angular accuracy and 10% translation accuracy.
In order to speed the identification of edges in a new frame, predictions of
edge locations from previous frames are used. Much of the speed of the seman-
tic pP Js is due to the essentially hardware solution of the successive frame
registration problem. Most re-occurring edges can have their location in suc-
cessive frames determineed to with a few pixels be using the camera transfor-
mation. The overall effect is a sort of "boot-strapping" re-identification of scene
features, similar to that described in (13). (It may be possible that in the future
we can dispense with the special camera motiontracking hardware and recover
this information incrementally from optical flow,)
	 .
In more detail, the semantic phase is broken up into several subparts.
These are:
1. Edge lines from the previous frame are first transformed by the camera
transformation and then matched against edge lines in the current frame,
current lines that appear to be direct descendents of previous lines are
removed from the current data base as "explained". The order In which old
object's edges are searched for, is determined by their relative semantic
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importance and data quality. Thuv the edges of the sidewalk are usually
searched for Qrst, followed by the other objects roughly ranked by their
number of (visible) edges.
2. The matches made in 1 Induce new information that can be used to con-
struct an updated three dimensional model of the objects that the edges
belong to. These models can then make claims for taps in t mir edge out-
lines.
3. The claims made in 2, along with various generic claims for new objects are
matched against the remaining data base of edge lines. Residual lines will
be claimed as background noise,
4. New object edges obtained in 3 allow for further updating of the three
dimensional models, which at this point can be used by the blind navigation
system, Predictions dnd search scheduling for the next frame are made at
this point. Objects who's existence is no longer supported by the edge line
evidence are deleted in favor of more consistent interpretations.
Thus at any one point in time the world model data base of the system con-
tains models of several objects (phone poles, bushes, automobiles, eta) that are
moving by, as well as a model of the sidewalk proper.
)a Expiritnental Results
Figure 1 is a sample image taken from an 8mm, movie of a sidewalk. One of
our test sequences consists of 30 digitized images from this movie. The forward
motion between each frame was one and a half feet. On our half speed XL69,000,
passes 1 and 2 can process this movie at the rate of one second per frame, The
sernantic processing of pass three takes an additional half second per frame.
Wtien applied to this movie, the system correctly discovered and tracked the
sidewalk edges, as well as edges of several objects off to the right of the side-
walk. No objects were found to be blocking the sidewalk. Figure 2 displays a
digitized image from the middle of this nequence with the wire-frame model of
pass 3 superimposed. (A similar At is made for each frame of the movie.) A
computer animated reconstruction of the outside environment given the world
model produced by pass 3 is seen in figure 3. (The detail on the parked car is
simulated.) Figures 4, 5 and 6 display three other digitized scenes from earlier
in the movie, with the wire frame model pr-iduced by that system for that frame
superimposed. We expect to be running field trials of the entire system In a
portable cart trailing behind a blind subject shortly.
MI Incorporation into a Blind Aid
The overall functioning of this system as a blind aid is part of the lineage of
a large number of previous tactiio blind aids devices designed over the last
twenty years (14](15](16]. The computer vision component and the blind Inter-
face component have been separated out from each other via the following rea-
soning:
1. Assuming a perfect computer vision system that knows where every object
of interest is located, how could one best communicate this information to
a blind pedestrian? What sort of user interfaces and interactions will allow
the user to make rapid, accurate use of the information provided?
P:
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2. How does one build a portable (wearablel) computer vision system that will
locate at least the majority of the objects of interest?
Our solution to I has been presented in the previous portions of this paper.
Our solution to 2 is to use two output channels - stereo synthetic speech for cog-
nitive (high level) information, and a linear array of 16 tactile elements as a
pointing device, The stereo speech unit Is a combination of a normal speech
synthesis system with a audio processing unit that can "throw" the computer's
speech, allowing it to appear to come from a particular direction and distance,
(For example, a phone pole might seem to announce "phone pole".) Ths tactile
array is a skin tapping device worn as a heed -band, each element corresponds to
a particular angular direction, and the frequency of taps of an element
r
corresponds inver s ely to the distance of the feature being pointed to,
Currently we intention to have the speech unit make major announcements
(thc Mind don ' t want It babbling all the time, they listen to sound shadows and
street sounds,) The tactile output will be used for communicating more mun^
done information, such as "you're veering off to the left of the sidewalk, veer a
bit to the right by "flashing" the edge of the sidewalk on the appropriate side or
the tactile display, should the user veer toward it. In any case, one of the main
reasons for putting the whole system on a micro processor, rather than simulat-
ing It on a mainframe, was to have the capability of expermenting in the real
world with various blind interface systems, Also, despite years of experience in
testing blind aids, it is very hard to tall how the blind will react to a particular
device without letting them make extensive use of it under real world condi
bans,
)all Perspectives on Future Directions
Within the hardware and timing constraints imposed, we feel that the
current system performs well, and cannot be much improved upon. However,
for use In a robust blind aid, the system has several limitations which must be
overcome, These include the low sensitivity to low contrast edges in shadowed
s	 or complex scenes, and the low resolution (- 1 degree/pixel.) More important Is
the limitation to processing of edge data only, at the exclusion of surface data.
i It would be nice to have more information about the sidewalk than just where
it's edges are, such as how fiat it is, are there any broken sidewalk stabs or
holes? Also, the current system must treat any high contrast edge on the side-
walk as a potential object edge, even though most are only flat shadows or
r	 stains.
Various surface processing techniques proposed In the literature can solve
many of these limitations. Texture gradients ( 17] should provide a fairly robust
broad classification of the scene into flat and upright surfaces. Optical flow can
provide approximate distance estimates. Luminance gradients could indicate
surface curvature, which could be used in identifying (and segmenting) phone
poles, walls, automobiles, etc. X12]. Finally, stereo gradients can not only deter-
mine general distance estimates. but for the special case of the almost flat side-
walk, they be tunned to spot vertical deviations as small as half an inch
(such as un-even sidewalk tiles that one might trip upon). More Importantly,
stereo can determine that a dark patch is flat, and can be safety Ignored. This
would be similar to the system described In (18). However, for this specialized
stereo algorithm to work, it must have a very good estimate as to wbere the flat
sidewalk is in the first place. This is where the other surface processing tewn-
niques enter the loop. Such a system could provide very robust performance
under even extreme conditions (such as wet (and reflectivel) sidewalks In the
ORIGINAL PA 1"
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raln), but at the expense of special purpose hardware,
Currently we are In the initial stages of designing a surface processing
oriented version of our system system along the lines described above, which is
to be implemented in VLSI. This system will be characterize by higher resolu-
tion (with separate foveal and peripheral resolution), higher frame rates
(approaching 30 frames a second), stereo processing, and extensive use of sur-
face processing techniques, It will diner from other vision systems in that it will
be optimized for the sidewalk environment, For example, the stereo section will
not have to deal with the stereo frame registration problem in its general form,
but for the much simplier case of extracting the (mostly flat) ground plane. Evi-
dence indicates that the vision system of many animals (including ,nap's) has a
built in special case solution for extracting the ground plane, which is similar to
our proposed technique,
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